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ABSTRACTGroup ommuniation will undoubtedly be a useful paradigmfor many appliations of wireless networking in whih relia-bility and timeliness are requirements. Moreover, loation-awareness is learly entral to mobile appliations suh astraÆ management and smart spaes. In this paper, we in-trodue our de�nition of proximity groups in whih groupmembership depends on loation and then disuss some re-quirements for a group membership management serviesuitable for proximity groups. We desribe a novel approahto eÆient overage estimation, giving appliations feedbakon the proportion of the area of interest overed by a prox-imity group, and also disuss our approah to partition an-tiipation.
Keywordsgroup ommuniation, loation awareness, proximity, ad-ho networks
1. INTRODUCTIONThe widespread deployment and use of wireless data om-muniations is generally reognised as being the next majoradvane in the information tehnology industry. In the longterm, wireless data networks will represent a key enablingtehnology underlying the vision of ubiquitous omputing [1℄.In this vision, interonneted omputers will be embeddedin a wide range of applianes ranging in size from door loksto vehile ontrollers, and will o-operate to perform taskson behalf of their human users ranging from automatiallyopening doors to routing vehiles to their intended destina-
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tions in o-operation with other vehiles' ontrollers. Mobil-ity, and hene wireless networking, is learly entral to thisvision. We believe that, as is the ase for �xed networks,group ommuniation [2℄, [3℄ will be a useful paradigm formany suh appliations of wireless networking in whih reli-ability and timeliness are important requirements. A majorfeature of wireless ommuniations is the fat that partii-pants an be mobile and hene that their loation an havean impat on the information in whih they are interestedor that they an provide. Hene, we believe that any wire-less group ommuniation system should support loationawareness. Moreover, knowledge of the loation of partii-pants an be exploited in the implementation of the groupommuniation system itself.In this paper, we onsider the problem of group ommuni-ation in a wireless network. Muh of the previous work inthis area deals with routing protools for group ommunia-tion based on multiast or geoast [4℄, [5℄. In this paper, weonentrate on the de�nition and semantis of group mem-bership for loation-aware mobile partiipants. While someresearh has already been done on groups in whih member-ship is based on loation information [6℄, [7℄, our de�nition ofproximity groups takes into aount both loation and fun-tional aspets. When group membership depends on loa-tion, it beomes important to understand what proportionof the area of interest is within wireless network overage.For this purpose we desribe a novel approah to overageestimation. Another important aspet of mobile omputingis that partitions are very likely to our. For this reason ourmembership layer also inludes a new failure and partitionantiipation sheme that an take into aount movement ofnodes, battery life, et. This algorithm an be set up to beeither optimisti or pessimisti and tries to antiipate par-titions/failures in order to maintain onsistent group views.In setion 2, we summarize di�erent approahes to tra-ditional group ommuniation. In setion 3, we outline ourapproah to group ommuniation with mobile partiipants.We introdue the notion of proximity group taking into a-ount aspets suh as absolute or relative loation and thefuntion of the group. We then address some of the re-quirements of group membership management for proxim-



ity groups, inluding loation awareness, estimation of theoverage of the area overed by the group, and partition an-tiipation. In setion 4, we ompare our model to relatedwork and, �nally, setion 5 provides a summary and someonlusions as well as pointers to future work.
2. GROUP COMMUNICATION OVERVIEWToolkits for group ommuniation typially provide groupmembership management servies as well as multiast pro-tools for reliable, ordered, and/or timely delivery of mes-sages to the members of a group. Group membership man-agement is primarily onerned with ahieving onsensus onthe membership of a group. In the following setions wegive a brief overview of the most important approahes togroup membership management and group ommuniationthat are relevant to the remainder of the paper.
2.1 Group membership managementGroup membershipmanagement in traditional group om-muniation systems follows one of two distint approahes.The �rst and most widely used approah is to assume thata group onsists of a dynamially varying subset of a �xednumber of group members. In this stati approah, the max-imum number of group members is �xed. In the seondapproah, there is no restrition on the maximum numberof group members. Membership is dynami with proessesbeing reated, arrying out some omputation and/or om-muniation, and then terminating. A well-known exampleof the use of stati group membership management is inthe CASD protool suite [8℄. Some systems that use thedynami group membership management approah inludeISIS [2℄, Horus [2℄, and Transis [9℄.
2.2 Diffusion based group communicationIn di�usion based group ommuniation, messages to thegroup are probabilistially ooded to other members of thegroup. On reeiving a message, a group member forwardsthe message in a similar manner. If a group member reeivesa previously seen message, it is disarded.The CASD synhronous atomi broadast protool pro-vides an example of di�usion based group ommuniation.In this protool, the maximum number of hops that a mes-sage may travel to reah any member of the group is bounded.However, the protool assumes that the network will notpartition due to failure and that the number of messagesthat an be lost during a single run of the protool is alsobounded.The protool works by a group member ooding eah ofits messages with ertainty (probability = 1) to all othergroup members. Eah message is time stamped before be-ing transmitted and every member of the group delivers themessage at a time given by the timestamp plus a onstant�. Two or more messages with the same timestamp aredelivered in order of their senders' identi�ers. � dependson the network diameter and the lateny in proessing andtransmitting a message.

The CASD protool is a rather restrited example of aprobabilisti protool. Less restritive protools would re-due the probability from 1. These protools are proba-bilistially reliable with the probability of a failed run ofthe protool approahing zero as the number of partiipantsinreases.
2.3 Group communication based on message

exchangeAn alternative approah to group ommuniation relieson the exhange of messages between the members of thegroup. One example of this approah is the 2 phase ommitprotool. In this protool, a oordinator initiates an initialround of messages to the partiipants. Eah partiipant thendeides whih way to vote (ommit or abort). A seondround of messages ours when the partiipants return theirvotes to the oordinator. Finally, the oordinator sends outa ommit or abort message to the partiipants based on theolleted votes.Another protool that uses message exhange to reahagreement on message ordering is the total ordering pro-tool developed during the ourse of the ISIS projet, whihis similar to 2 phase ommit with the exeption that it onlyrequires a majority of group members to reeive the messagebefore it an be delivered.
3. LOCATION-AWARE GROUP COMMU-

NICATION FOR MOBILE PARTICIPANTSOur goal is to provide mobile hosts in a wireless networkwith a suite of protools for group ommuniation. Thewireless network an be either an infrastruture or ad-honetwork or even a hybrid of the two. As an be seen inthe literature, traditional ommuniation protools suh asmedium aess ontrol, routing, et. are inadequate in thisontext for various reasons [10℄, [11℄. Loation awarenessan be used to overome some of the problems raised by thiskind of network. For example, several loation-aware rout-ing protools [12℄ [13℄ have been designed that illustrate theadvantages of making use of loation information. Further-more, loation-awareness is, in our opinion, entral to mo-bile appliations suh as traÆ management or smart spaes.Therefore, we propose to make loation awareness the basisfor the de�nition of a new model of group ommuniationfor mobile partiipants. In this setion, we �rstly de�ne thismodel and then we address some of the requirements for thedesign of a framework implementing the model.
3.1 Definition of proximity groupsAt the heart of our approah to group membership man-agement is the use of loation for both funtional and non-funtional reasons.� Firstly, in funtional terms, it often makes sense tode�ne a group in a mobile appliation in terms of ageographial area. We an easily imagine many aseswhere this would be interesting: in traÆ manage-ment, for example, the area around a traÆ-light ouldbe used to de�ne a group with ars in that viinity be-oming members of the group to reeive noti�ations



of hanges to the state of the lights; in a similar way,we might want to de�ne a group orresponding to thearea around an ambulane in order to inform nearbyars to yield the right of way.� Seondly, from the non-funtional point of view, wean use loation information to, for example, antii-pate partitions and hene take preventative measuresto ensure onsistent group views when these partitionshappen.In lassial group ommuniations, a group is de�ned byits funtional aspet, e.g. its name. Our notion of prox-imity group involves both loation and funtional aspets,i.e., to be able to apply for group membership, a node must�rstly be loated in the geographial area orresponding tothe group and seondly be interested in the group. In thefollowing paragraphs we disuss the various possibilities re-lated to the loation aspet of group membership.To de�ne a proximity group, we �rstly have to de�ne thearea that it overs as a geometri shape with assoiatedoordinates. Any kind of shape an be used, i.e., it neednot neessarily be a irle or a square but an be arbitrarilyomplex. We an obviously imagine using 2 or 3 dimensions,but it is also possible to inlude time in the de�nition of thearea, e.g., \the area around the position at whih the am-bulane was loated at 2.00pm". To de�ne the oordinatesof the area, we assoiate a referene point with the shape.We distinguish two ases: either the group is absolute, i.e.geographially �xed, or it is relative to a moving point, itsso-alled navel. In the absolute ase, the referene point isattahed to a �xed point in spae. In the relative ase, it isattahed to the navel, i.e. an identi�ed node.Figure 1 illustrates this notion of an area. The �rst shapeS on the left is assoiated with a referene point R. Thisreferene point is relative to the shape. The de�nition of thearea is not omplete sine R has not been attahed to a point(possibly moving) in spae. For the seond shape, R hasbeen attahed to the point (0,0), making the area absolute.The referene point of the third shape has been attahed to anode M that represents the navel of this relative proximitygroup. Table 1 gives some example group areas for twodi�erent appliation domains.
Figure 1: Area de�nitionIn typial group ommuniation, a group is roughly de-�ned by a topi (or a name) and nodes an join this group ifthey are interested in its topi. We believe that this is alsoneessary for proximity groups beause a node in the areaof the group may or may not be interested in joining thegroup. We then add the funtional aspet to the previous

Group MembershipPartition/Failure AntiipationCoverage Awareness Routing/GeoastingConnetivity AwarenessLoation AwarenessTable 2: Summary of Requirementsde�nition of a proximity group by assoiating a name witheah group:De�nition 1. A Proximity group G is ompletely de�nedby the shape, the referene point, the navel and the name:G = fShape;ReferenePoint;Navel;Nameg
3.2 Membership management for proximity

groupsOur goal is to de�ne a group membership managementlayer suitable for proximity groups. Sine in this model, lo-ation is intrinsi to group membership, it is important to beable to provide appliations with at least an estimate of theprobability of there being one or more nodes, whih whileurrently in the area of interest, are disonneted from thegroup, typially beause of lak of network overage. To ad-dress this issue we provide a overage estimation tool basedon a novel algorithm desribed in setion 3.2.2. below thatuses knowledge of the onnetivity graph of the network. Aswe desribe later, overage estimation an also be used to se-let the appropriate approah to our group ommuniation.Our membership management protools should also be fail-ure aware and antiipate partitions, whih are very likelyto our in the kind of networks that we are onsidering.This has lead us to the de�nition of a partition antiipationtool. Given these tools we would be in a position to de�neappropriate routing and geoasting protools to be used bythe group membership management layer. Table 2 summa-rizes the resulting arhiteture. We elaborate on the mostimportant omponents below.
3.2.1 Location information distribution protocolIn our model, the group membership management layermust be able to determine how well the group members ol-letively over the area of interest. This is a very importantquestion sine we are dealing with mobile partiipants: if asub-part of the area is not overed, potential group mem-bers loated in this sub-area may be unknown to other groupmembers. Knowledge about the overage of the area by thenetwork partiipants is distributed: to evaluate the overageof the area, one would need to know eah node's loation andat least an estimate of its own overage. We propose an al-gorithm to share the onnetivity information and anotheralgorithm to evaluate the overage of the area using thisinformation; the preision of this latter algorithm is thendisussed.Wireless MAC protools like the point oordination fun-tion of IEEE 802.11 [14℄ and routing protools like AODV[15℄, often require nodes to periodially send beaon mes-



Domain Absolute Proximity Relative ProximityTraÆ Management TraÆ light : a traÆ light informs nearby arsof its status. The shape is a irle; the refer-ene point is the entre of the irle and is at-tahed to the geographial oordinates of thetraÆ light. Ambulane: an ambulane on all informsnearby ars to yield the right of way. Theshape is a square, the referene point its entreand the navel is the ambulane itself.Smart Spaes Resoure aess: to use a printer, nearby peo-ple must reserve it using the printer proximitygroup. The system administrator de�nes theshape aording to the available printers andoÆes; the referene point is at the printer andattahed to the printer's oordinates. Centralised tour guide: in a museum a groupof tourists wear headsets and are remotelyguided by an automati guide. The area sur-rounds the group of tourists, while the navelis attahed to one of them.Table 1: Examples of group areassages in order to make their neighbours aware of their pres-ene. In a similar way, we use loation-stamped beaons.Eah node keeps a map of its knowledge of the loationand onnetivity of other nodes, whih is represented as agraph as shown in �gure 2. This graph is regularly updatedwhen the node reeives a beaon and is also regularly sent tothe node's neighbours in its beaons. In this way, a node'sknowledge inreases over time:� �rstly, the node knows its own loation (level 0),� seondly, when the node reeives its neighbours' bea-ons, inluding their loations, it knows about its onehop onnetivity (level 1),� then, the node reeives beaons inluding its neigh-bours knowledge (level L-1) and updates its own graphwith this information (level L).If beaons are sent eah � time units, level L informationis (L * �) old. Beause high-level knowledge is older andbeause it is not desirable to have the knowledge of the wholenetwork, the maximum level of knowledge is bounded. Thisbound, Lmax, is determined dynamially aording to thesize of the group area and the density of the network.
Figure 2: Loation knowledge levelsThis algorithm is pro-ative and enables a node to knowthe other nodes physially present within the area if Lmaxis suÆiently large. When Lmax is not large enough, orthe overage obtained is not suÆient, a reative protoolis used to ollet loation information further than Lmaxhops.

In addition to the loation of the node, the beaon mayalso inlude other useful information about the sending node'sradio overage, its battery life, et. At any time after (Lmax:�)time units, a node knows the loation and overage of itsLmax hops neighbours and is then able to estimate the ov-erage of the area by this set of nodes (see 3.2.2below). Itshould however be noted that at time t, every node in thenetwork has a di�erent view of the onnetivity sine itslevel 1 information is � time units old, its level n is (n:�)time units old, et. If this onnetivity information is tobe used for some protool where onsensus is neessary, onewould onsider that at time t eah node knows the exatonnetivity graph that we had at time t� (Lmax:�) 1.
3.2.2 Evaluation of the coverage of an areaEvaluating the perentage of the area that is overed bya set of nodes an be a very omplex alulation. Atually,the omplexity depends on the shape of the area de�ningthe group and on the number and shapes of the overage ar-eas. For instane, alulating the area overed by two over-lapping irles, representing the transmission ranges of twonearby nodes, neessitates an integral [16℄ and the omplex-ity inreases with the number of irles. To irumvent thisproblem we propose to estimate overage using a number ofsample points, randomly generated, and to hek whether ornot these points are in an area that is overed by any of thenodes. Table 3 presents this algorithm for irular shapesbut it an be implemented for any kind of shape providedthat one an give the spei� funtion inside() that deter-mines if a point is inside or outside the area overed by thepartiular shape.
3.2.3 Precision of the coverage estimationThe preision of this evaluation algorithm an be on-sidered as a diret result of the Weak Law of Large Num-bers, whih states that the sample mean of a suÆientlylarge number of independently identially distributed ran-dom variables an be made arbitrarily lose to the true meanwith high probability [17℄.1This is atually true if no message is lost during the loationinformation distribution protool. A stronger onsensus forthe overage estimate ould be ahieved in onjuntion withthe group membership management. This estimate an thenbe seen as part of the group view.



float overage(Area A,int N, ListOfCirles Clist) ffor (int I=1 to N) fpoint p = new random point in Area A;boolean found = false;irle C ;while (not found and C=Clist.next()!=null) ffound=inside(C,p);gif (found) nb points found++;greturn (nb points found/N);gbool inside(irle C, point p) freturn (sqrt(pow(C.x-p.x,2)+pow(C.y-p.y,2))< C.radius);g Table 3: Coverage estimation algorithmIn the ontext of the estimation algorithm, we onsider theoverage funtion as generating a sequene of N independentand identially distributed Bernoulli trials, Xi with the in-side funtion returning 1 if the generated point is within thelist of irles and 0 otherwise.Let p be the probability of a point being within at leastone irle. We de�ne the sample mean SN to be:SN = X1 +X2 + : : :+XNNThen E[SN ℄ = p; V ar[SN ℄ = p(1� p)By the Weak Law of Large Numbers, for any " > 0,P (jSN � pj) > ") < p:(1� p)N:"2For example, if " = 110 and n = 1000, we obtainP (jS1000 � pj) > 110) < 141000 � 110 2 = 0:025Sine the value of p(1� p) � 14In words, by hoosing 1000 random points, the probabilitythat our estimate of the overage area is wrong by more than10% is no larger than 0.025. Table 4 illustrates some valuesfor the auray of the overage area estimate and someprobabilities whih give orresponding values for N.The �nal value in the table states that if we want ourestimate of the overage area to be orret to within 1% ofthe atual area with a probability of 0.9999 then we musthoose 25 million sample points. This last value seems verylarge, fortunately it an be redued due to the Central LimitTheorem. By the entral limit theorem, if N is large then

auray/probability 0.95 0.99 0.999910% 500 2,500 250,0005% 2,000 10,000 1,000,0001% 50,000 250,000 25,000,000Table 4: Sample values of NSN an be treated as if it follows a normal distribution. Bythe symmetry of the normal distribution, we haveP (jSN � pj > ") � 2 � P (SN � p > ")Again by taking the largest possible variane of SN { p tobe 14 :N , we use the normal approximationP (SN � p > ") � 1� �(z)where �(z) = 2:":pNand �(z) is the normal distribution funtion.Now onsider the problem of hoosing N given the au-ray of our estimate of the overage area to be within 1%of the atual overage area with probability at least 0.9999.Then P (jSN � pj > ") � 2� 2�(2: 1100 :pN)And 2� 2�(2: 1100 :pN) � 110000Rearranging this inequality we get,�(2: 1100 :pN) � 0:99995From the normal distribution tables, we see that�(3:8906) = 0:99995Then 2: 1100 :pN � 3:8906and N � 37; 842Thus, if we require our estimate of the overage area of aset of nodes to be within 1% of the atual overage area withprobability 0.9999 then we require at least 37,842 samplepoints to be hosen. Table 5 illustrates a table orrespondingto Table 4 using this revised alulation for N.auray/probability 0.95 0.99 0.999910% 96 166 3785% 384 663 1,5141% 9,604 16,587 37,842Table 5: Improved values of N



3.2.4 Performance evaluation of the coverage estima-
tion algorithmThe time it takes to arry out the overage estimationdepends on a number of parameters:� the probability/auray pair desired, i.e. the numberof samples to be genrated and tested, and� the number of shapes to be tested, i.e. the number ofnodes overing the area,� the algorithm used for the random number genera-tion2.� the omplexity of the inside() funtion3,We now analyse the e�ets of the three �rst parameters.We use a simple irle for the overage area of eah node,and then the inside() funtion is as given in Table 3. Themost important parameter is obviously the desired aurayof the overage estimation, it greatly inuenes the ost ofthe algorithm sine it determines the number of samples tobe used in the omputation. We saw for instane that fora probability of 99.99% and an auray of 1%, the totalnumber of samples must be 37,842. Figure 3 shows the timespent by the algorithm for estimating the overage of 1000nodes (the range of a node being 50 meters) over a irulararea of radius 1000 meters 4. From this experiment, wean see that the time spent to estimate the overage of thearea is diretly proportionnal to the number of samples anda rough estimate of the ost of generating and omputingeah sample is 76 miroseonds.

Figure 3: Time of overage estimation for 1000nodes2The random number generator used inuenes both theperformane and the auray of the algorithm. Good ran-dom generators are expensive to run but provide better re-sults.3This parameter depends on the preision of the informationonerning the overage of a node. In pratie the shapeused will often be a irle and then, the inside() funtion berather simple (.f. Table 3).4This experiment has been arried out on a Pentium II 650Mhz running RedHat Linux 7.1.

The seond most important parameter is the number ofnodes overing the area. This parameter is inuened byboth the size of the area and the density of the network inthat area. Figure 4 shows the time spent by the algorithmusing 37,842 samples for a total number of nodes varyingfrom 1 to 1000. This simulation shows that the omputa-tional overhead is quite reasonable. It may seem propor-tional to the number of nodes but as shown on Figure 5,the time of the overage estimation divided by the numberof nodes dereases with the number of nodes. This is dueto the fat that a sample that has been found in a irledoesn't need to be heked against other irles.

Figure 4: Time of overage estimation for 37,842samples

Figure 5: Time of overage estimation divided bythe number of nodes for 37,842 samplesFinally, partiular attention must be given to the algo-rithm used for the random number generation. The qualityof the generator greatly inuenes the validity of the al-gorithm; the proof we gave above is based on ompletelyindependent samples. A lot of pseudo-random number gen-erators exist, for instane we used both the system providednumber generator and a \minimal" generator of Park andMiller with Bays-Durham shu�es [20℄.



3.2.5 Partition anticipationIn our model, partitions an be due to the failure of eithera node or the failure of a link between two nodes. Variousreasons an ause a node to fail suh as an operating sys-tem or hardware rash, or simply a drained battery. A linkan fail beause of the movement of the nodes or beauseof other environmental onditions suh as obstales or inter-ferene. We aim at antiipating partitions in order to keeponsistent views of the group membership. As we use a prob-abilisti approah, we distinguish two di�erent ases: eitherthe probability of a partition is beyond a given thresholdT and then we use an optimisti algorithm or it is below Tand thus we run in a pessimisti mode. Handling a partitionis obviously easier when it was antiipated (when we werein the pessimisti mode), but we also provide some kind ofreovery proedure when it was not antiipated (optimistimode).The probability of a partition ourring is given by parti-tion antiipators that are a ombination of failure antiipa-tors, movement planners and environment evaluators.Failure antiipators are responsible for suspeting nodes ofrashing, having a low battery level, entering a power savingmode, et. In our model, nodes are fail-silent, fail-still andan reover. The metri used to evaluate the probability ofa node failing involves both loal information (battery life)and distributed information (rash, suspiious neighbours).Eah node has a failure antiipator that evaluates a list ofother nodes suh as its neighbours and eventually its mostaessed partners. Some of the information neessary forfailure antiipation is provided in the beaons used by theloation servie desribed above, e.g., the battery level.Movement planners are based on [7℄, they use the notionof \safe distane" to determine the probability of a nodefailing beause of movement. Roughly, if two nodes are notwithin a safe distane, the link between them is onsideredto have failed and, if this link represents the only onne-tion between two sets of nodes, a partition an our. Move-ment planners obviously rely on the onnetivity graph builtby the loation servie desribed above. Additionally, themovement planners an eventually use knowledge of the di-retion of the nodes as well as their veloity to evaluate thelink.Environment evaluators an be used to share knowledgeabout some environmental onditions that ould potentiallydisturb ommuniations. For instane, a node that is awareof the presene of an obstale in some area or about a trukthat auses radio interferenes an tell the other membersthe loation (eventually diretion and veloity) of the obsta-le that may ause a partition.
4. RELATED WORKIn [6℄, a simple arhiteture for group ommuniation inmobile systems is proposed. The key idea is to reate agroup of all the nodes that are within a given distane Dfrom the group reator g. Using our de�nition of a groupit is similar to : G=firle C of radius D, enter of C, g,nameg.Their model does not onsider disonnetion or partition

within a group. The proposed arhiteture is omposed oftwo di�erent layers. The proximity layer onsists of a proto-ol that uses the underlying MAC sublayer to �nd all nodesthat are within a given distane from the mobile host. Ituses ooding for the disovery phase and onvergeast forthe replies. The group membership layer uses a three-roundprotool that (1) proposes to the nodes disovered by theproximity layer to beome members of the group, (2) allowsthem to reply and then (3) on�rms their membership. Thissolution su�ers from a number of drawbaks. Firstly, the�rst phase uses pure ooding to disover the nodes loatedin the area, and therefore does not sale well. For instane,in a traÆ management senario, every single node of thenetwork will reeive and repeat every ood message. A se-ond drawbak is the restritive de�nition of a group and thefat that a node an be involved in only a single group.In [7℄, as explained above, the proximity group is de�nedby the notion of safe distane. Eah node has to be withinthis safe distane of its nearest neighbour to be onsideredas a member of the group. This notion of a group is veryrestritive and does not ope well with the ommon under-standing of group ommuniation but is nevertheless parti-ularly interesting for implementing partition awareness andantiipation.
5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORKIn this paper, we desribed a model of group membershipfor loation-aware mobile partiipants that is at the heartof a new group ommuniation toolkit for wireless networksthat we are developing. In this model, eligibility for groupmembership depends on the loation of the potential mem-ber and, in partiular, eah group is assoiated with a statior a mobile area of interest within whih its members shouldbe loated. This model is aimed primarily at appliations inthe traÆ management [18℄, smart spae [19℄ and augmentedreality domains. We also desribed some of the onsidera-tions underlying our approah to group membership man-agement that exploits loation information to ahieve over-age estimation and partition antiipation. We are urrentlydeveloping a suite of multiast protools providing di�erentordering, reliability and timeliness guarantees based on thismembership substrate.
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